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REF. MADR19518

€2,000 pcm. Apartment - Rented
Magnificent 3-bedroom furnished apartment for rent in Chamberí
Spain »  Madrid »  Madrid City »  Chamberí »  Almagro »  

3
Bedrooms  

1
Bathrooms  

119m²
Built size

+34 912 900 182 madrid@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Calle Bárbara de Braganza 8, Madrid, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:madrid@lucasfox.com
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

Excellent apartment with several balconies overlooking
the street, for rent in the best area of Chamberí.

This spectacular and welcoming home is in one of the most modern areas of Madrid's
Chamberí neighbourhood, in a classic building.

On entering the apartment we find a corridor that leads to one of the bedrooms,
which receives plenty of light thanks to its favourable aspect and large windows. This
room is currently used as a bedroom but could be used as an office. On the left is the
second bedroom, fully furnished and very quiet given that it overlooks a peaceful
inner courtyard.

Continuing on, on the right we find the spacious living room which is fully furnished
in a classic style, including pieces of antique furniture. High ceilings create a feeling
of spaciousness and the room is bright thanks to its three large windows.

At the end of the corridor there is a bathroom with a bath on the left and the kitchen,
which has everything necessary and also a pantry with a lot of storage space. On the
right is the master bedroom, which benefits from excellent light and a large built-in
wardrobe.

The property has air conditioning by splits, central heating with an individual meter
and four balconies onto the main street.

Contact us to visit this beautiful house for rent in an unbeatable location in Chamberí.

lucasfox.com/go/madr19518

Lift, Natural light, Period features,
Air conditioning, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Heating,
Renovated, Transport nearby, Views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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